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The latest news from Hunza LIghting.

Hunza Horizons May 2017

Hunza creates lighting systems that make life easier and more pleasurable.

Hunza Horizons is designed to update you on the latest exciting developments

from the world of Hunza.
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Product spotlight

This month’s spotlight is on The

SafeTouch™ 50, one of the most

popular inground fixtures we produce.

It has been specifically designed

for uplighting with ultimate public

safety as its primary objective. It

produces high-output light (1000lm at

12W), but operates with cool lens

temperatures, low energy

consumption and minimal

maintenance.

This luminaire is extremely durable

and waterproof. It has a adjustable

spherical gimbal allowing 360 degree

rotation and 0-20 degree tilt.

The luminaire can be driven over or

walked upon without being damaged.

Hunza Eave Lites are

now UL approved

We are happy

to announce that our

Eave Lites have been

tested and certified to

UL2108 standard. This

applies to T3 and T6

Tilting Eaves, as well as

our standard Eave Lites.
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New Hunza colour

We are pleased to

introduce Corten as

a new Hunza powder

coat colour option. This

new standard finish

replicates the colour of

rusted steel, currently

trending in modern

architectural

applications.

Project Spotlight. Qasr

Al Sarab Resort.

More than 3700 Hunza

luminaires have been

used to illuminate this

luxury Qasr Al Sarab

Desert Resort in Liwa

desert in United Arab

Emirates.

Hunza has a new toy.

We are pleased to announce the addition of an IK

test rig to our range of laboratory equipment. IK

ratings are a measurement system for impact

protection, which indicate resistance to

mechanical damage and vandalism. Over the next

few months we will be trying our best to destroy

our luminaires to ensure we can provide IK ratings

where required for project specification.
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Please reply this email or contact your local sales manager for more information.

Want to change how you receive these emails?

You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list
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